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Lounges to house students
due to increased enrollment
by Michelle Maulorlco
reporter

Due to increased enrollment, some
dorm lounges will be converted into
dorm rooms to accommodate 62
freshman males and 71 freshman
females.
With a freshmen class increase
from 3,059 last year to this year's
figure of about 3,450, transfer students numbering 600, continuing oncampus students and students moving
from off to on-campus, overflow housing is occurring.
"It's more than we ever wanted, but
not as bad if we kept the door open to
more," Robert Rudd, director of
housing, said.
Admissions for fall semester closed
in June.
Since freshmen enrollment was
down last year, Rudd said it had to be
increased to maintain a consistent
flow of students over a four year
period.
"We also would have had to raise
fees again without a stable foundation," he added.
Most students housed in lounges
will be back in dorms by spring semester, according to Rudd. He said as
some seniors graduate in January
and other students transfer or drop
out, dorm space will become available. However, new spring semester
students would cause the problem to
continue.
"We already requested that the

office of admissions close for second
semester," Rudd said.
Those students on a waiting list for
fall housing have received a letter
advising them to seek off-campus
housing, Rudd said. The list consists
of continuing students who forgot to
sign up for housing, off-campus students seeking on-campus housing and
commuter students.
Off-campus students should contact
the housing office Oct. 1 if they would
like spring semester housing, he
added.
John Martin, director of admissions, said student enrollment is also
purposely overbooked. This is done,
he said, because not all students who
are accepted to the University enroll
and other students drop out, for various reasons, throughout the year.
"This is a calculated, planned process based on history," he said.
Martin said about 25 percent of the
students will leave the University
throughout the year.
Rudd believes the improved economy and installment plan are allowing more students to attend school
this year. He said about 1,000 students
are on the installment plan, which lets
them pay tuition, housing and meals
on four equal installments, rather
than in one sum.
"In dollars and cents, you can't live
any cheaper than at Bowling Green,"
Rudd said. "For example, we are
$500400 cheaper than Ohio State."

Rudd said all dorms will be affected
by increased housing except for a few.
Prout will not be used since it is a
learning center and only has two
lounges. McDonald Quad will not be
used because the lounges do not have
doors, and Founders Quad will not be
used since the rooms have already
increased from four to five occupants.
He said most dorms have four to
five lounges and only two will be used
in each. However, Offenhauer has 10
lounges in both East and West, with
five being used in one hall and four in
the other.
Most lounges will be occupied by
four people, and besides necessary
furniture, locks will be put on doors
and telephones will be added, Rudd
said. Those students assigned to the
lounges have been notified Dy mail, be
added.
A situation like this has happened in
the past, and Rudd said he received
few complaints from students who
were affected by it. The complaints
received, he said, are mostly from
parents who say their son or daughter
won't "make it" living with so many
people.
In actuality, Rudd said most students end up liking their living conditions and don't want to leave when
dorm rooms become available.
"When dorms are available, we owe
it to the other students to clear the
lounges so they can use them, and we
will, he said.

Students urged to learn second language
Tom Ireland, sophomore communications major and Sherri Juall. sophomore business major, take a
quiet moment to relax in the shade in front of University Hall on a warm Tuesday afternoon.
BG News Photo/by Tim Appel

Pizza, sub shop to open on campus
This fall yet another pizzaria and
submarine sandwich shop will open in
Bowling Green, but this restaurant
will be on campus, not on the fast-food
strips of Wooster and Main streets.
The Cardinal Room in the University Union will be a salad and soup
shop at lunch, and a pizza, submarine
sandwich, and beer shop at night,
Ruth Friend, who directs new developments for management support
services, which runs the Union, said.
The room will open in mid-September, she said.
The change is "to increase revenue
in the building," Friend said, explain-

ing that labor in the Cardinal Room
costs more than the operation takes
in.
Friend said the change is also to
provide more dining services to the
University communitv. The fare for
the redirected Cardinal Room has
been taste-tested by students this
summer. The resulting pizzas will not
be the same as what the dining halls
on campus offer, Friend said.
"I think you'll see a different product," Friend said of the pizzas,
athough she admitted she has never
tried the dining hall pizzas. "We've
gotten a good response (from the

Innovations for the Union unrelated
to food services are in the idea stage.
A small florist boutique and a hairstyle shop for men and women have
been considered for the Union by the
committee of faculty, staff and students who make plans for the building's operations, Friend said. If the
ideas are developed into reality, they
will be built in Promenade Lounge
which is adjacent to the Pheasant
Room, Friend added.
Both of the projects can be done, but
the Union does not have the money,
she said.

More language grads needed
She added that foreign language
Today, more than ever, foreign
language graduates are needed in the graduates are needed in small businesses as well as large.
business world.
Though many foreign language stuDr. Diane Pretzer, chair of the
department of romance languages, dents go into business, the Umversisaid, "Superficially in this country, ty's College of Business
we tend to think of foreign languages Administration has no foreign lanin business as only for those people guage requirement, even in the interwho are going to travel abroad to sell national business program. Students
products. However, those who have in the international business program
mastered a foreign language are are urged to learn a foreign language,
needed in the home office of any but are not required.
Pretzer said the University of Tolecompany so they can prepare the
kinds of materials that are appropri- do's business college gave serious
consideration to providing their stuate."
Pretzer said because the United dents with more foreign language
States sells so many goods and serv- skills and cultural background.
A year or two ago, the University
ices abroad, interpreters are needed
to prepare informational brochures, and UT held a series of meetings
answer correspondance, and provide between the business and foreign language departments in hopes of gradinstructions.
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Biology department begins study
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Research may aid fight against cancer, heart disease
by Michael D. Towle
staff reporter

The University's department of biological sciences is in the infant
stages of research that eventuallycould aid in the fight against two of
the nation's leading killers: heart
disease and cancer.
Dr. Carmen Fioravanti, an associate professor in biological sciences,
said his research with anaerobic organisms (an organism able to live in
an oxygen-free state) could some day
become applicable to human beings.
"We, human beings, are famUar
with large organisms that need oxygen for survival. These anaerobic
organisms don't do that," he said.
"These organisms may be more simple than your organism and utilize
their genetic material differently."
Fioravanti said he believes the possibility of an "evolutionary link" exists between the anaerobic worms he
uses in his research and the organisms of human beings.
"It could be possible that this reflects something that our human systems once utilized. So, would it be
possible to stimulate that kind of
metabolism in our aerobic organisms?" he said.
"For example, look at the human
heart during the period of cardiac
arrest. The heart is deprived of oxygen, and the muscle tissue that allows
the heart to beat becomes scarred,"
he said. "But, could you stimulate the
heart during this period to behave like
the worms do? Could you stimulate
the heart into an anaerobic state so
that it would not worry about oxygen

and still make energy?
"The answer to that is: I don't have
the slightest idea. But, if we can find
out exactly why this happens in these
worms, then we can find out why this
happens in human beings," Fioravanti said.
Fioravanti has received several
different grants that cover the cost of
his research. One, a career development grant, releases him from certain faculty responsibility so that his
primary emphasis is on research.
Dr. Ron Woodruff, associate professor in biological sciences, has also
been the recipient of a career development grant, allowing him more
time to concentrate on his work with
drosophila melanogaster (the common fruit fly).
"We are looking at the movement of
fairly large pieces of DNA (a chromosome that helps determine individual
hereditary characteristics) in the
genome of the fruit fly."
The genome is a complete set of
chromosomes. Woodruff is referring
to the movement of the DNA chromosomes among the other chromosomes
in the set.
"A very surprising observation has
come about in the last four or five
years." he said. "It was for a very
long time thought that the genome of
all organisms was very stable. We
now know that it is actually very
unstable.
"We now know that some of these
pieces of DNA are actually jumping
around, and that these moving pieces
can cause quite a bit of damage,"
Woodruff said.

ually developing a combined or
cooperative program designed to give
students more opportunities to learn
language control.
Pretzer said many Americans have
C foreign language skills because
gn languages are taught too late
in most school systems nationwide.
"Unlike the United States, most
other nations begin foreign language
learning at age eight or nine, which is
a very good time to start. The longer
one waits, the harder it is to learn a
foreign language."
A student who graduates with appropriate foreign language skills does
not necessarily have an open market
to a job, Pretzer said. However, for a
student who combines language skills
with other marketable talents, the
opportunities are much greater.

"So what we are attempting to
study here is the possibility oi conlrollling the movement of these DNA
elements," he said.
"The drosophila was the first organism above bacteria in which it was
shown that these segments of DNA
move inside the genome," Woodruff
said. "But, not only are they jumping
around in drosophila, but in yeast,
mice, and maze, as well as humans."
Woodruff is most concerned with
the effect of the movement of DNA in
chromosomes of human beings because of their possible cancer-causing
effects.
"Within your body there are these
large segments of DNA that are moving. And if you have these large pieces
of DNA moving, I'll guarantee you
that part of the time they
are causing
mistakes," he said. ,rAnd if they
cause mistakes, they may show up as
alterations in your biochemistry.
"There are people in science who
now believe, and I nave a feeling they
are right, that you are going to have
mutations (changes) that can lead to
cancerous forms," Woodruff said.
"So these movements must, in fact,
be responsible for some types of cancer," he said.
Woodruff's research is aimed at
controlling the movements of the
pieces of DNA because it could affect
the control of cancer growth.
"If we can regulate that jumping
around, then we can regulate the
spontaneous change that can lead to
cancerous growth," Woodruff said.
"We are dealing with a concept that
has large implications."

Board to meet
The Board of Trustees will meet
in the McFall Center Assembly
Room Friday, Aug. 12 at 11 a.m.
Among the items on the board's
agenda are salary recommendations for 1983-84, the appointment
of Dr. Karl Vogt as vice president
of operations and lease of property
to the Wood County Airport Authority.

Two to receive
honorary degrees

Dr. Ron Woodruff

A Ford Motor Company executive and an internationally known
authority on the manufacture of
tempered glass will receive honorary degrees during summer commencement ceremonies Aug. 20.
William H. Eells, Ford's regional
manager of governmental affairs
for the midwestern states, will
receive an honorary doctor of public service degree and will give the
commencement address.
Harold A. McMaster, founder
and president of Glassiech Inc..
will receive an honorary doctor of
applied science degree.
Eells is chair of the Ohio Advisory Council on College Preparatory Education, appointed by the
Ohio Board of Regents and the
State Board of Education.
McMasters is considered the
world's foremost authority on glass
furnaces and tempered glass. He is
sought worldwide as a correspondent consultant in the building of
glass plants and manufacture of
optical glass.
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Journalists, politicians need public surveillance
In an age of much cynicism about
both government and journalism, one
can ask whether it is appropriate to
discuss ethics in both fields.

COMMENTARY

Loss of Sidedoor
ends era at University
And so the demise of the Sidedoor is complete.
Somehow it seems as if this room was never meant
to exist as a room for the benefit of all the students at the
university. From the time it was christened as the Carnation
Room, to the present and it's use as the site of the University
Activities Organization's Sidedoor Entertainment committee, the room has provided settings for dances, parties, and
local talent sponsored by a multitude of organizations oncampus. The only provision was that activities not conflict
with either Union or UAO activities scheduled for the room at
the same time.
Now, no organization will have to worry about reserving
the Sidedoor for its functions. It no longer exists for reserving
except for computer hours. An attack of killer computers has
eaten what carnations were left, and drunk all of the coffee
left in the Coffeehouse. The reasoning remains unclear as to
why the Sidedoor had to be sacrificed, along with hundreds of
dollars in audio equipment and atmosphere, while space for
other classrooms and labs have been found elsewhere oncampus. The new name for the former UAO Sidedoor
Entertainment Committee is "Spotlight Entertainment."
The tentative site for performances is the in the Cardinal
Room, first floor of the Union. Somehow, the effect will not be
the same; no mirrored walls and lighted ceilings; no cabaret
seating and "Live at the Sidedoor" billings. It hardly seems
that local performers looking for a real niteclub experience
will get it by playing in the Cardinal Room.
Instead of guitar players and keyboardists, the walls of the
Sidedoor will resound with the sound of keys being depressed
and the reflection of cursors on video screens. The passage of
the Sidedoor represents the passage of an era in University
history.

Educational merit pay seen as
another Reagan political ploy
In response to the president's
plan,or more correctly idea, to pay
teachers by merit, Democratic presidential candidates have been virtually stumbling over themselves
trying to come up with a counter
proposal of some substance.

by Dr. William Spragens
The appropriate answer is that
without the practice of basic ethics in
both government and journalism it is
impossible to have a democratic system. We should recognize too that
unless the vast majority of both office-holders and journalists practiced
essential ethics our democratic system might have failed long ago.
Possibly one of the reasons we find
so much complaint about ethics in
Cirnemnt and journalism is that we
to be a nation of perfectionists. If
we fall short of perfection, we feel
challenged to improve both ethics in
government and ethics in journalism.
Nevertheless we should begin by
asking: Why is there so much public
concern with ethical quesitons in public life and public affairs today?
Despite many scandals in our national history, it is fair to say that
there is an American tradition of
sensitivity to such questions. Even
when there has been unethical behavior, it has been generally accompanied by a guilty conscience. Such
feelings grow out of American concern for the underdog. The emphasis
on the values of equality-especially
for the post-1933 generations-has
been a major influence on us all.
Even though it may be considered
"corny" by many cynics, there remains a residue of a feeling that has
been historically important to Americans reflected in Wilsonian and other
rhetoric, that America should somebow set an example for the rest of the
world-or at least try to do so.
As for issues in national politics
today, we should look at a question a
noted Midwesterner, Adlai Stevenson,
asked in his day. Discussing the problem of corruption in the 1950's, Stevenson asked the question, "Are our

public servants serving us right?"
Stripped of the rhetorical cadences,
his question was simply asking: Are
Americans so indifferent that we are
allowing public officials to get away
with things they should not be allowed
to get away with?
What are realistic expectations? It
is sometimes a "gray area", because
things are not always as they seem.
Historians tell us that George Washington refused to engage in nepotism.
But John F. Kennedy with some misgivings appointed Robert F. Kennedy
as Attorney General. While there
were those who criticized Bobby Kennedy as a zealot, in the oplnuon of
some at least he was one of the most
effective Attorneys General of this
century. In the light of this outcome,
was it wrong for President Kennedy
to appoint his brother? Each of us will

have to answer that question for himself.
Turning to the work of journalists,
we can ask: Are our journalists intruding too greatly on the privacy of
(1) our elected officials and (2) private citizens? While this is obviously
a matter of opinion, it seems that due
to public distrust today, anyone
elected to public office should be
prepared to give up much of his/her
privacy. As to private citizens, there
seems to be too much aggressive
behavior on the part of journalists., at
least in the public mind. For example,
does the public really need to see
television coverage showing body
bags brought from the scene of a fire,
an auto accident or a plane crash?
The answer in a democratic system
seems to be that ultimately public
expectations set the standard . If
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elected officials or journalists go too
far, public censure will cause them to
reconsider-to pull back from excesses.
If we allow venal public officials to
break the law, they will continue to do
it. This is why we need journalists as
watchdogs. But if journalists intrude
too greatly on the privacy of ordinary
citizens, that is almost certain to
bring negative public reaction.
Our conclusion is: It's up to you as a
citizen. You should take an active
interest in public affairs, and you
should give your opinions to elected
public officials, editors, and reporters. You should also make a regular
practice of voting.
Dr. Spragens is a Professor in the
Department of Political Science at the
university.
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Buying Ohio can be help or hindrance to state
It is very admirable for Governor
Celeste to kick off a 'Buy Ohio' campaign. However, I fear It shall have
the same effect that similar strategies have bad in the past.

Certainly students should be expected to be as intelligent as the group
a decade ago, and something needs to
be done if they are not. However, I
by Rachelle Ashley
feel it a gross mistake to put the
blame on teachers as a whole.
Reagan and Hollings' 'Best teachers money can buy' attitude is an
The first attempt to limit consumer
obvious political ploy to gain votes. buying that I remember was brought
After all, what issue could be closer to about by the Civil War. When reading
the voters' hearts than the education "Gone With The Wind", I remember
by Michael D. Towle
of their baby boy or girl?
one of the reasons Rhett Butler was
To some educational administra- thought to be such a cad, was for
tors Reagan's idea seems sound, but engaging in "blockade running"
The most ridiculous of which is Sen. probably is impossible to implement. among other activities.
During the Civil War, a blockade
Ernest Hollings' proposal to give ev- Administrators seem to be having
ery teacher in the country a $5,000 pay trouble coming up with a way to Judge was established to prevent the pasteachers
for
merit-worthy
qualities.
sage of goods from the industrial
raise.
His reasoning has been argued be- When asked how to implement his North to the agrarian South. This was
idea,
Reagan
himself
could
not
come
expected to have the effect of starving
fore; an across the board pay raise is
the South into submission, or into
supposed to draw better educated, up with a viable means evaluation.
Reagan
seems
to
be
saying
"Ok
changing their social thinking.
more intelligent teachers into the
Sys
here's
the
answer
to
your
probInstead, it produced a brigade of
country's educational system.
n,
now
you
figure
out
how
to
make
blockade runners who acquired
UnfortunaUy the $14 billion price
it
work."
Northern goods, shipped them South
tag his idea carries with it would be
Reagan's reasoning seems to be out and sold them at exorbitant prices.
loosely spent, and the plan would
of
sync
as
well.
Why
would
giving
one
These men grew wealthier as the war
simply add another unnecessary deficit to the already swelling federal or two teachers merit pay raises progressed. It is a pity the Civil War
make
a
paticular
school
a
better
didn't last long enough for them to
budget.
ruin the economic stability of the
Washington legislators need to real- educational institution?
I
can
understand
that
teachers
country. The blockade also did not
ize that spending money on teachers
would
try
and
prove
themselves
is not the answer to this country's
worthy
of
a
pay
raise,
but
bow
can
it
educational woes. Both Hollings and
Reagan are beginning to seem totally be proved that they are worthy year
ignorant of the real problems facing round?
Can a school system afford to have
the educational system.
The problem, as defined by the an administrator watching every teanational report on education, is clear cher all of day every day? If not who
but not completely sound. The system is to say a teacher would not try to
After just one day of sight-seeing in
is turning out more and more students perform better on the one day out of Washington, D.C., I found myself
the
year
that
he
or
she
is
analysed?
that fail to meet basic educational
engrossed in the evening news
Reagan's seemingly off the cuff more
requirements. However, the national
than ever before. I didn't realize until
idea
of
merit
pay
reminds
me
a
lot
of
report failed to mention the vast inlater in the week that my sudden
crease in the number of students his idea of eliminating corporate burst of interest in politics developed
taxes.
Only
this
time
I
mink
he
had
attending school now, as compared to
out of a subliminal exposure to not so
the number of students attending 10 more than one beer.
The reality of education becoming a well-known politicians.
years ago.
Also, the tremendous increase in campaign issue could actually do
the size of the average classroom over more harm than good. Politicians
the past 10 years was never taken into making far-fetched promises on
quickly conceived ideas is not the
• by Bret Kunar
account by the committee.
n 11 ii 11111111111111 i.i i.i 1111 ii 1111111111 i.ii 11111111111
This becomes a key issue with tea- answer to the problem.
Education needs sound decisions
chers because the national report
compared the intelligence of students based on studied criteria. Criteria
It appeared to me that every person
that
campaign
currently enrolled with the intelli- trail.cannot be found on the *—*-*■
I met on the street in our nation's
gence of students enrolled 10 years
capital had something to say about
ago. Obviously, a teacher can have
and how it affected his life.
greater success with a classroom of 20 Michael D. Towle is a staff reporter politics
The first man I met, while walking
for the News.
than with a clasroom of 35.
alone through one of the several smafl
parks, worked for the federal government as a garbage collector.
"Hi, bow's the garbage business
The BG News
these days?" I said.
"Stinks, always does on hot summer days," he grunted, without
•Editor
looking up.
Editor* ErMor
Rechekt Aehiev
Copy Editor
Cane Steen
"Have you worked and lived here in
Mke Towle
Report*
Reporter
Dinah Denmark
Washington very long?" I said.
Reporter
. Mercy Grande
Photogrepher
John Walker
"Nope, most people in this city are
outsiders. They say this is the city of
ci»ri|MIWWfh«Kf«
ollri >iir»Mfvi<
opportunity, everyone seems to end
tdtftVMl »••) •««.-«, OMKM
10* lMtv«.i.i, Moll
up here sometime in their life," he
•owl>Af &>•*•• Ho** U-ii.»<Ht,
said, looking up. "Hey, you're a tourIftwIingG'Mn 0*MO *S-0)
«-on« (4lt)3»7 760l
ist, most tourists don't talk to me.
Where you from?"
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have the effect of convincing the
South to change their ways as evidenced in their social policies today.
The second situation coming to
mind is the famous 'Buy American'
campaign of several years ago. The
effect that campaign had is evidenced
as I look around. As I drive around,
never have I seen so many Nissans,
Mazdas and Toyotas. Economists
sometimes fail to tell the public that
many of these foreign companies own
as much as 50 percent interest in
"American" auto companies.
Now, the 'Buy Ohio' contingency
has found a victim to chastise. The
campaign's "big meanie", who no
doubt deserves flailing with a wet
noodle, is the person who okayed the
purchase of 40,000 ribbons for the Ohio
State Fair from a Pennsylvania firm.
Come now. people. The buyer was
only exercising the great American
law of economics: buy the one that
will give you the most for the least
amount of money. Pennsylvania ribbons will be appreciated as much as
Ohio ones by the grinning seven-year
old 4Her with the prize pig.
A strictly enforced 'Buy Ohio' campaign would have the effect of further
stagnating a state economy which has
already stagnated beyond the point
which many can tolerate. (The 1980
Census estimates that roughly 400,000
people migrate from Ohio a year.)
In looking at my tastes as reflected

in my personal preferences, (which I
incidentally pay an Ohio luxury tax
for), I came up with a partial listing of
what has to be "Ohioized.":
MOLSON GOLDEN: a smooth ale
imported from Canada. Used to entertain tired painters on hot summer
days. Replace with LITTLE KINGS, a
beer imported from Cincinatti, Ohio.
PERWER SPRING WATER: a sparkling mineral water imported from
France. Used to impress people when
ordered as an appetizer at SUNDANCE. Replace with CUYAHOGA
SWILL, imported Lake Erie water
from Cleveland, Ohio.
MEDICI SEMI-SECCO LAMBRUSCO: a pleasant tasting red wine
that is not too sweet and not too sour.
Used for medicinal purposes only.
" ce with "Catawba Red" from
t's Island, Ohio.
of Michelin tires on my car,
111 use Firestone's. Instead of AC
spark plugs, 111 use Champions from
Toledo. Ohio. All paper products will
come from Proctor and Gamble of
Cincinatti. All my shopping will be at
Kroger Co. All glass will have a script
"L" on the bottom which will assure
me that the products come from libbey-Owens-Ford. All my records will
be pressed at... say you know what?
Maybe Ohio isn't faring too badly as
far as production goes after all.
Maybe we should consider buying

Ohio 'whenever feasible' as Governor
Celeste suggests. It couldn't hurt the
state's economy. However. I think a
full scale 'Buy Ohio' CampfOR ejMffil
involve trying to change -sOrnWiing
that any PR person will tell you is one
of the hardest things to change when
it comes to human nature. Attitudes,
and tastes.
These factors are two major impedences to switching to Ohio products.
Brand loyalty and our 'cheaper is
better' capiatalistic view will always
prevent us from exercising a pure
version of any 'Buy American', 'Buy
Confederacy', or 'Buy Ohio' campaign.
Furthermore, I think chastising a
buyer for submitting to a cheaper
deal is ludicrous. As long as there are
budgets and bosses screaming for
employees to get as much merchandise as they got before for the same
amount of money, there are going to
be employees searching for cheaper
products and going out of the region to
get them.
Now, I would like to add something
of specialized interest about going
outside of the state for better merchandise. I have found that guys from
Pennsylvania give you a better return
on the time and money you invest in
them
Rachelle Ashley is the editorial editor
for the News.

Politics just a day in the life of Washington

COMMENTARY

M

f

"Up near Cleveland, Ohio," I said.
"On yeah? Got a brother up there.
Didn't they elect that Dennis Kucinich
guy back into some kind of office?" he
bubbled.
"Yeah, city council I believe," I
said.
"Some people never learn," he
said, with a smile.
"By the way, what's your name," I
"Brainard Duffy," he said as he
bounced into his pickup truck and
sped off to an awaiting garbage can.
I started walking across the mall,
my head turning from side to side,
trying to maintain contact with the 50
or so frisbies darting about and ducking in and out of the vie wfinders of
cameras, when someone started a
conversation with me.
"Hey buddy you look like you need a
ice cream bar," I heard over my
shoulder.
As I turned around, I noticed a tall
middle-aged man dressed in white
pants and a white tee-shirt stained
yellow at the arm-pits, shaded by a
big red and white umbrella above an
ice cream cart
"Yeah, you, hot day like today, just
the thing you need," he said.
Why not, I thought as I approached
the vendor. "Do you always yell at
tourists to make a sale?" I asked.

"No. usually I just start talking the others sitting around the table.
about the latest thing Reagan has said "What's your name?"
or done and I can draw a whole slew of
"Al Smithers," he forced out as he
customers," he said softly.
squeezed back into his chair.
I purchased an orange Jet-bar and
"What are you doing here in Washstepped back to let another customer ington, Mr. Smithers?'' Kym said.
r
take my place.
'Oh, I'm partially retired but I like
"Did you know that I actually sold to keep active in a little politics here
the President a ice cream bar and there." be said. "I have quite a
once...." he went on as I slowly few friends that work in the different
walked away.
embassies around town and I make it
Anxious for some new scenery, I a point to frequent as many of the
rejoined the others in my group and embassy parties as possible, he went
we set off for the National Zoo, where on. "Last night I was invited to the
the infamous Pandas, Ling Ling and Barbados embassy. Seems that a big
Hsing Hsing are housed. After being wig from some other West Indies
jammed through baby carriages and country was visiting Washington and
standing on each other's shoulders they threw a party for him."
Big Al, as we later labeled him,
just to get a glimpse of the panda
bears, we decided to grab some chow went on to proclaim how he usually
in a small outdoor pizza parlor di- makes it to at least two or three
rectly across from the main gate. diplomatic parties a week. "I usually
Shortly after sitting down we noticed get invited to several, but at my age
a beavy-set, middle aged man and with my ulcers acting up, I have
squeezed into one of the metal framed to turn some of the invitations down,"
patio chairs, dripping with sweat and he said.
As we left Washington, D.C., I said
sipping a coke.
Anxious for an interesting conver- to one of the other members in my
sation, we asked him to pull his chair group, "Wouldn't it be nice if everyover and Join us. It didn't take much one in this country would be as interpleading for him to wriggle out of the ested in politics as the people we met
chair and waddle overto our table these past few days?"
"Yeah, but I wonder if they vote
excited, that a group of tourists would either,"
he said.
make him part of their conversation.
"Hi, my name's Bret, this is Shelly, Bret Kunar is a reporter for the
Kevin and Kym," I said, indicating News.
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Foreign student market grows, Ohio's declines
news editor
The Ohio market for prospective students to attend
college U shrinking, but
the foreign student market
is increasing by four to six
percent each year, Dr.
Douglas Daye, director for
the center of international
programs, said.
Dave said the international market is "much,
much better" than the
state supply, and he hopes
the University can modestly increase the number
of foreign students here
from the 300 to 350 of this
fall, to 500 by the end of
five years.

"A modest number
would help to diminish the
impact of shrinking student population, but not
compensate for it," Daye
said.
Daye also said he feels
international students are
good for the University,
because their presence
here promotes the American students' knowledge of
foreign countries and cultures, and the international students' knowledge
of Americans.
To meet these ends, the
center of international programs recruits foreign students by contacting foreign
schools and professors,

America professors doing
research in foreign countries, and government
agencies sucn as Fulbright, Daye said.
International programs
also responds to about 350
to 390 inquires per month
from students who saw
University brochures in
American embassies and
consulates in foreign countries, or from those who
heard of the University
through their professors or
friends, Daye said.
Newer ways of recruiting include a video tape of
the University being made
at WBGU-TV to be distrib-

uted in seleCMd American
embassies and Consulates
as part of a program partially funded by the government, and a computer
search that matches student interest with programs, Daye said.
The University appeals
to students as far away as
Sri Lanka because it is
"big enough to have a wide
variety of programs and
social events, but small
enough for students not to
be overwhelmed by a large
university," Daye said.
"We are safe."
But problems with
money hamper the international programs recruiting efforts, Daye said.

"Large scale recruitment costs more than we
have," he said.
The international program needs a budget earmarked for recruiting
purposes such as the graduate and undergraduate
admissions offices receive,
Daye said.
His recruiting budget of
$700 to $800 a year comes
from the general operating
funds of the international
program, he explained.
(The graduate and undergraduate admissions offices, however, gave $100
each for the $300 computer
search.)
Another problem with
the international program

comes after the student
has chosen to attend the
University. Some countries -mostly politically
unstable nations - have
histories of not sending
support to their students
who are studying abroad,
Dave said.
'The Nigerian government, for example, has
had a well documented history through out the United
States for' over 10 years of
not getting their money on
time, or at all, to many of
their students," he said.
To avoid the problem of
enrolling a student who
later cannot pay tuition
and fees because his country's government will not

release the funds, the University has a pre-deposit
policy for students from
Nigeria, Iran. Iraq, Bangladesh, Ethiopia, Libya
and El Salvador, Daye
said.
"As with many American universities, we have
established, for the third
year in a row, a policy
which requires that studerits from a few countries
must have on deposit at the
bursar's office a cleared
check for their personal
expenses and all tuition
and fees before student
visa documents are issued," Daye said.
"All monies except University tuition and fees are

refunded to the student at
the beginning of classes,
be said! The policy does not
pertain to students who
have a graduate teaching
assistant position, or those
who are funded by government agencies, he added.
The decision for the policy was made based on
historically documented
economic concerns without
regard to race or creed,
Daye said.
''Some students under
pre-deposit policy understand it and some do not,"
he said. "Atpresent only 20
could be affected by this.
The remaining have all the
options for payment open
to any domestic student."

Garber feels anger toward drunk driver

Near fatal car accident leads victim to sponsor local MADD chapter
by Ann Thoreton
reporter
When Clint Garber lay comatose on
his hospital bed for three weeks, his
doctor predicted that he would spend
the rest of his life under perpetual
care in a nursing home. That was in
December, 1981.
After suffering five broken ribs, two
punctured and collapsed lungs, a
bruised heart, one bruised kidney and
intracerebral hemotoma (blood on
the brain), Garber, a 22-year-old University student and victim of a drunk
driver on Dec. 19, 1981, has passed
along the road to recovery Into a
normal life again.
The car accident that almost killed
Garber has led him to sponsor a local
chapter of Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers (MADD).
Nearly two years ago a car, traveling at an estimated 80 mph, sped
through a red light at the intersection
of Dorr and Byrne streets in Toledo,
hitting Garber's auto broadside and
flinging his vehicle nearly 300 feet into
the air.
After he emerged from the coma,
Garber was in Toledo Hospital for a
month of rigorous physical therapy.
"I came out of the coma unable to
walk, talk, read or write," Garber
recalled. "It (therapy) was very rigorous. It was very traumatic to me
because one minute, I was at the
University. I had been very active in
campus politics. I was on the elections
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Intelligence Center and Airman of the
Month. In the fall of 1981, he enrolled
at the University as a broadcast journalism major, where he had written a
number of editorials for the BG News.
"Part of the reason I enlisted with
the Ohio Air National Guard was
because I could get in the pilot slot
with them. And it was a pet goal of
mine to play pilot on the weekends,
and then during the week to be a
journalist somewhere," Clint said.
The postponement of these goals
after his accident plummeted Garber's self-esteem "right down to the
bottom of the Grand Canyon," he
said. In addition, he had lost a year
and a half from his education.
After receiving intensive physical
therapy at Toledo Hospital for nearly
a month, Garber was sent to the St.
Francis Rehabilitate.. Hospital in
Green Springs.
"When I got down to Green Springs,
I just set my mind dowit. I said to
myself, 'damn it, I'm going to be
walking out of this place as close to
what I was before the accident when I
leave,'" Garber said.
The pity he received from some
rile during his recovery was used
his advantage, according to
Garber.
"There were only a couple people
who let their pity show through. That
angered me, quite frankly, and I
worked harder/' he said.
One year after his accident, his

Garber to sponsor the local MADD
chapter which serves Bowling Green
and Wood County.
MADD is no* •" organization designed for the prohibition of alcohol,
according to Garber.
"We are not against alcohol just for
the sake of drinking," Garber said.
"We're against drinking and driving
because it's so much of a lethal deal.
Garber said his position as a victim
of a drunk driving accident should
have a positive impact on the success
of MADD.
"People in my position rarely have
the percentage of recovery that I've
had, and if they have, they just try to
let the whole matter blow over, so
they can just forget about it," Garber
said.
"That's why I'm really here today
as a victim. That's why the national
headquarters of MADD are so enthusiastic about having me start this
chapter. Because I was a victim they
felt, and I feel, that I can show a very
different angle to this problem, as
compared to the average concerned
citizen or someone who's had a son or
daughter killed," he said.
Garber's activist feelings are far
removed from the depression he felt
for some time while in the hospital.
Before the accident Garber's life
had been going well. In 1979 he enlisted with the Ohio Air National Air
Guard to help pay for his college. He
was chosen as an honor graduate
from the Armed Forces Air Training
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opinions board. I was doing quite well.
I finally had a feeling of, 'great,
finally my education is on the road.'
The next minute, the next second,
everything was wiped out. And it was
like starting all over.
"I was doing these very basic-type
physical activities that I had done in
kindergarten. One minute, I was in
college. The next minute, I was sitting
and playing with clay and putty,
Garber said.
While in the hospital, Garber found
out the driver of the vehicle which
smashed into his auto was fined $250
and spent three days in jail. Ths
driver, who was a 20-year-old at the
time of the accident, has never contacted Garber. The driver is back on
the streets today, Garber said.
"I was furious," Garber recalled.
"I remember thinking to myself, 'for
every time they (doctors) stick a
needle in me, every time they put that
catheter in me, damn it, he should be
going through the same thing: Especially because he went to court and
was given that sentence when I was in
a coma, when there was a real question on whether I would live or die,"
Garber said.
"I think that really leads a person to
?uestion the justice in this country,
m resentful of the American judiciary and legal system which would
let really an attempted murder or a
murderer get back on the road so he
can do it again," Garber said.
The feeling of resentment led
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Reality of Korean War upstages M*A*S*H
by June ttemley
editor

Dr. John Howard

Accident
from page three

doctors pronounced him
100 percent recovered.
Yet, Garber said, his full
recovery cannot be attributed to sheer determination alone.

"As philosophical and
strange as this may sound,
I think there has been a
purpose for my recovery,"

Uarber said. "I never usea
to believe in predestiny,
but I really think, and the
nurses who were involved
in my case especially had
told me, 'you had a guardian angel at the end of your
car.'
"I wouldn't hesitate for a
second getting involved in
politics or whatever we
have to do in order to cut
down on this terrible travesty (of drunk driving),"
be said.
Garber said he realized
much about himself because of the accident.
"There were a number
of times when I knew that I
had had too much to drink
and I drove home. If you
will, I was like someone
driving this huge gun. I
was just fortunate that the
gun didn't go off and someone didn't get killed. I
think this accident, as bad
as it was, has made me
stop to think about what I
had been doing," he said.
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The doctor was given his
kidney and flew back to
Korea, Howard said.
At times when artificial
kidneys were unavailable,
Howard's unit made its
own from an oil drum cut
in half and a tube lying in a
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For many too young to
remember, first impressions of the Korean War
came from actors, dressed
in the red-spattered surgical gowns or olive drab
fatigues on the set of
M^A'S'H.
However, real life in a
mobile army surgical hospital, a few miles behind
front lines, was a bit different from scenes on the
long-running television series.
Dr. John Howard, a
practicing surgeon and instructor at the Medical
College of Ohio, was one of
the first doctors to arrive
in Korea. Howard volunteered for service as a doctor at Walter Reed
Hospital in Washington
and stayed in Korea 19
months.
"I was sent originally on
temporary duty, but it
seemed so worthwhile that
I asked for orders to keep
me there," Howard said.
During his time in Korea, Howard helped institute methods which
lowered mortality rates
among soldiers receiving
medical treatment
When operating on arteries, surgeons lacked
clamps which would not
mutilate or crush arteries.
Often the damaged arteries would cost the patient
a limb. Or in other surgical
methods, the artery would
be "tied off," according to
Howard. Gangrene sometimes resulted from this
procedure, followed by
amputation.
In an episode of
M*A*S*H, the surgeons designed their own clamp to
hold the artery firmly,
without damaging it.
In the real Korea, Howard's unit discovered the
clamps were being made
in a small family business
in Chicago, and when Howard's commanding officer
requested clamps for the

six M*A*S*H units in Korea, the businessman said
the clamps would not be
ready for at least six
months.
"My commanding officer said he'd (the businessman) have the clamps
ready in one month or the
army would break his patent and start making them
themselves," Howard
said. "We got the clamps."
Next, two doctors from
each unit arrived to leam
how to use the new clamps.
Howard, in charge of me
team developing the new
procedure, planned to test
the method on dogs.
Unfortunately, there
were no dogs immediately
available. Starving Koreans had eaten most of
them. Orders came from
American Headquarters in
Korea to pick up strays
and bring them to Howard's unit.
The surgeons waited 24
hours before planes arrived bearing canines.
"There were bigplanes,
some coming in 300 miles
with one dog, so we could
operate a couple times on
each dog," Howard said.
The doctors became experienced with the clamps by
operating on the dogs.
Although the television
series portrays doctors
constantly dealing with
short supplies, Howard
said his unit rarely experienced such shortages.
One of Howard's colleagues made a gesture in
true Hawkeye Pierce tradition by boarding a plane
for Walter Reed Hospital
in Washington and asking
for an artificial kidney.
"They said, "what are
you doing here?' and he
said 'I've come to get the
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salt solution. The solution
permeated the tube and
dilated some toxins in the
blood, similar to the body's
natural system, Howard
said.
The patient was given
treatments every two or
three days.
"Meanwhile, we'd try to
keep them alive until their
own kidneys started functioning," Howard said.
Although the makeshift
artificial kidneys and new
clamps reduced mortality
rates among those soldiers
treated, the blood program
was more important,
according to Howard.
Large volumes of whole
Wood were needed for the
massive transfusions required for some wounded
soldiers, he said.
The use of helicopters
and antibiotics also "did
more to lower the mortality rate in Korea than did
the technological refinements we introduced."
When casualties were
heavy, surgeons would often operate around the
dock, according to Howard. However, Howard objected to the frequently
used expression "meatball
surgery1' in the television
series.
The wounded did not receive their initial medical

care at the M'A*S*H unit.
Medics in the collecting
and clearing stations
would reach troops first
with tourniquets and morphine, Howard said.
"They sound more like
butchers than professionals," he said. "Even when
there were lots of casualties, we had time to do
things right."
Transportation presented another problem.
One ramshackle Jeep was
allotted to 15 people, with
one person assigned to
keep it in working condition, Howard said.
Although the M'A'S'H
television characters feel
bitterness and disgust toward the war effort, Howard said he never doubted
the validity of the American government's mission
in the war.
"We had to demonstrate
to communicate to the
world that western armed
aggression would not be
accepted," he said.
After getting lost one
night, Howard found feelings of patriotism he did
not know he had.
14820601"We were afraid
we'd be running into no
man's land without knowing it," he said. "When I
saw the American flag.. .1
knew I could have a hot

meal and talk to somebody. The emblem carried
an emotional application to
me since, that I've never
experienced before," he
However, tow morale
prevailed at times.
"When you've been
away from borne for six
months, a year, a year and
a half, morale gets pretty
low," be said, adding that
during the Korean War,
troops knew they would be
rotated out within 18
months, unlike World War
H, when "they never knew
when they'd get out"
Although an occasional
three-day pass relieved the
characters of M'A'S'H
from unending hours of
duty, rest and recreation
was different in the real
war, according to Howard.
As a member of a research team, he found
little time for recreation.
Lectures, books and sports
such as softball and volleyball provided entertainment As to whether he
Indulged in the wild practical jokes typical of Hawkeye Pierce, Howard said
with a laugh, "I wouldn't
tell you ifTdid."
Passes to Seoul were
available, but Howard said
he never saw any Korean
business establishments.

"If you want to leave the
army camp, you go to another army camp," Howard said. "I was never In a
Korean home or store or
hotel."
Members of the
M'A'S'H unit never grew
close to Koreans, unless
the latter were patients or
worked in the hospital.
"The M'A'S'H was
within a few miles from the
front. There weren't many
homes up there."
However, Howard said
close relationships grew
between individuals in the
unit He continues to keep
in touch with members of
the research team.
Howard's 19 months in
Korea continue to influence him 30 years later. He
holds a"continuing interest in the care of the injured," working toward
the establishment of an
American Trauma Society, and trauma centers
around the country.
Helicopters and trauma
centers exist in Toledo and
around the country, and
although the idea still
needs public support. It is
not new.
"The helicopter is
straight out of 1950 and the
trauma center is right out
of Korea," he said.

'Defective9 sleuths solve cases
by Michelle Maulorico
reporter

Seekay, the man without
a face, Peter Quest, the
elacoma victim, and Nat
Perry, "the bleeder."
Would you want these men
working on your case?
If you lived in the early
1900s and were a character
in a pulp magazine, they
just might have been your
private eyes.
These men are better
known as "defective detectives" and they, along with
other detectives with physical abnormalities, were
most popular in pulp magazines between 1938 and
1940.
Gary Hoppenstand, an
Ohio State University
graduate with a master's
degree in popular culture,
working on his doctorate in
American Culture at the
University, is editor of The
Defective Detective in the
Pulps. He also co-edited
The Dime Novel Detective
with Dr. Ray Browne, popular culture department
chair. Both books are an-

thologies of facsimile reprints that appeared in the
When the defective detective magazines were
published every month, the
stories were given different gimmicks to keep audience interest and add
excitement to them, Hoppenstand said. The popularity of these stories
diminished when World
War II began, because paper was reallocated and
the magazines eventually
died.
Detective Columbo with
his oversized, crumpled
coat, Kojak and his lollipops, and Ironside in his
wheelchair are minor gimmicks, but Hoppenstand
said the defective detective gave the modern day
detective the idea to acquire a gimmick to set him
apart from other detectives.
When pulp magazines
diminished, Hoppenstand
said the subject was ignored, but now believes
there is a new audience
interest in this type of

story.
"There is an absolutely
astonishing number interested in this," Browne
said.
Browne said he is finding that science fiction is
diminishing, while old, as
well as new detective stories are increasing. He
said the increase can especially be noticed by the
variation of titles in
bookstores.
Pulp stories are appealing to new audiences as
well as older pulp audiences, Browne said, and
hopes several thousand
copies of the book will be
The dime novel detectives are a bit different
than the defective ones because they have normalities about them, rather
than abnormalities. Hoppenstand said these novels
took almost three years to
compile.
"They are extremely
rare and extremely difficult to get ahold of," he
said.

He said these pulp newsprints are made of high
acid content, which makes
them hard to read and deteriorate quickly. This is
another factor which
makes them difficult to
retrieve.
Prom travelling around
the country, letter correspondence and his own cotlection, Hoppenstand said
he was able to collect the
material, most of which
goes back before the 1900s.
Dime novels from that
time period cost about 1100
and are considered collectors' items, he added.
These detective novels
are not sophisticated
material, he said, but are
"basic and simple, and relate to specific audience
awareness.
The early dime novels
were made up of frontier
subjects such as the Revolutionary War, the War of
1812 and colonial wars. The
city stories featured the
street boy or the gamin -a
young child who roams the
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Within
aging walls...

A citys past
survives
by Marcy Grande
and June Remley

As modern traffic rumbles by on
West Wooster street, another era
rests, somehow in harmony with the
screeching brakes and horns. The
only remnants of this era are the
sprawling wood and brick houses. The
carriage blocks are raised 10 to 12
inches from the ground, to accommodate a method of transportation dead
for more than half a century.
The Coddings' house, on 707 W.
Wooster St., was built near the turn of
the century, according to Alta Codding, the owner since 1960.
Agnetta and Murray Chidester had
the house built after striking oil at one
of several wells located near 1-75,
according to Codding.
After Agnetta's death in 1959, her
;:ui-Jaw sold Jhe house to the
(Agnetta's daughter in law)
was wearing a lush mouton fur the
Sunday after Thanksgiving of 1959,
and she went around through the
house and said 'what will you do in
each room?' " Codding said. "Because she wanted a family in here.
She did not want a tea room, she did
not want an undertaker, she did not
want any new apartments (built on
the site of the house)."
Much had happened in the house
during Agnetta's lifetime. While in
labor with her one child, Murray Jr.,
Agnetta climbed a ladder with her
doctor to the second floor of her new
home, since the carved oak stairway
had not yet been built. Nevertheless,
she wanted her child born at home,
according to Codding.
Years later, after Murray Chidester's death, Agnetta married Judge

Frank Baldwin and brought him into
the family home.
"More people are going to say it's
the Baldwin place, but if you get
somebody old enough, they're going
to say it's the Chidester place," Codding said.
Agnetta died at 96, having outlived
two husbands and her son, Murray,
who was electrocuted in an accident
when he was 35. Her coffin stood in
what is now the Coddings' living
room.
"The funeral was here and (years
later) when our children were left by
themselves for the first time .. .when
they were 14 or so without a sitter,
they would think about her body
lying.. .in this room," Codding said.
Agnetta's era remained in the dusty
green tapestries, that hung on the
wall and pale silk curtains that crumbled at a touch.
i "You touched them and they just
literally fell apart like cobwebs,"
Codding said.
The Naders' house, at 307 W. Wooster St. is one of the earlier homes built
in Bowling Green. With stained glass
upper windows and inlaid wooden
floors, the house remains decorated
as it was when Virginia Nader's
mother, Mrs. Uhlman, presided over
the house.
One characteristic of Mrs. Nader's
house that distingishes it from other
historic homes in Bowling Green it
that it has only been occupied by two
different families in its 99-year existence.
"Before my grandfather moved in,
. Mr. A. Froney and his family lived in
the house which he built in 1884. Mr.
Froney was the principle merchant in
Bowling Green at the time." Nader
said.

"The main thing I want to stress is
how a house lasts almost 100 years
and manages to suit the needs of those
who are living in it." she added.
Nader said, "Ten years later, the
Froneys' sold their house to Mr. Miliken who was my grandfather. He was
a successful oil producer - an oil
tycoon - who moved west with the oil
drillings. For his travelling, he need
horses. The Milikens' kept seven
horses, so they built a huge barn to
accomodate them.
Nader said her mother was Mr.
Miliken's daughter who lived in the
house all her fife. When she married
Mr. Uhlman. the house underwent
significant alterations. Horses were
no longer used for transportation. So
the barn was knocked down, and a
garage was built in its place to store
the first automobiles.
Nader said that since there was no
more dust kicked around by the
horses, it became pleasureable for
homeowners to sit outside on their
porches. So, a front porch was added
to the house.
"My mother was one to keep up
with the styles. She had the woodwork
removed around the mantlepiece and
replaced it with marble. Then she
removed the carpets, had a wooden
floor put in with inlaid designs, and
oriental rugs put down so the wooden
floor designs bordered them," Nader
said.
"The family gatherings always took
place in this house," she added.
Mrs. Nader recently discovered
some pictures of the rooms in the
house and what they looked like years
ago. She noticed the original woodwork was brown and there were absent closets in contrast to the presentday white woodwork and closets.

For the most part, the pictures of
yesteryear closely resemble the
house's interior as it stands today.
The woodcrafted stairway is accented
with carved designs on the sides of the
steps. Upstairs are six bedrooms.
Downstairs, there is a parlor or sitting room, a living room, a dining
room and hallway all decorated Victorian-style.
"I haven't changed anything in 40
years," Nader said.
In 1865, the Valentines' home on 811
W. Wooster St. was built. Douglas
Valentine said before he bought the

property about six years ago, it was Parkers, Cases, Redures and Valenthe Redure estate, passed down to tines.
four Redure heirs.
The 26-room. red brick bouse was
Before Valentine bought the house, originally much smaller.
"they were going to tear the house
down for development of the ground.
"It's been remodeled two or three
It was going to be six acres of hous- times. Originally the house sat low to
ing," he said. "It was in great need of the ground. Then someone lifted it up
repair.. .It was unique. You don't and put a basement in. Then the
have houses with finished trim any- Redures added quite a section to it,"
more, the cost is so prohibitive."
Valentine said.
Valentine himself subdivided the
According to Jim Huntington, hus- land in 1947, so that only the cor—■•«'«
band
of a "Redure girl," the house nerstones remain to mark the 33 acres
passed through four families: the that composed the estate in 1865.

The Valentine's house (top left). 611
W. Wooster. was built in 1865 and was
once surrounded by 33 acres before
the land was subdivided in 1947. The
interior of the Codding house. 707 W.
Wooster St.. reflects the turn-of-thecentury lifestyle with beveled glass
and ornate designs in wood and brass.
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Chef serves French cuisine to Ohioans
Gallon credits her authentic technique in making pastry and other
French cuisine mostly to the cooking
school she attended in France.
"I was awarded a Grand Diplome
from Ecole de Cuisine LaVarenne
where I learned how to make everything from cuisine to desserts. I also
went to Cordon Bleu, a school specializing in French pastry. Then I attended L'Academie duVin, a
professional wine school that taught
me the appropriate wines and cheeses
to go with certain breads and other
foods. I was there 18 months altogether," she said.
Although Gallon has never studied
in China, to become an expert in
Chinese cookery, she was a student of
Nina Simonds, whom she said is a
renowned author and expert in
Chinese food preparation.
"She influenced my life more than
anyone, obviously, because now I'm
in food. I met her in April when she
was looking for an assistant. The
following June I was (enrolled) in
Paris cooking schools," Gallon said.
"Nina was like a big sister to me. I
worked for her a yearbefore I went to
Paris, and when I came back to
Toledo, I was the assistant manager
at the China Gate restaurant."
In the two years since Gallon returned from Paris, she has started
her own French and Chinese catering
business out of Laurie's Food Loft,

by Marcy Graade
staff reporter

Warm, airy, light croissants glazed
with butter and apricot jam. It is a
treat appealing to most French pastry
lovers. Locally, very few lovers of
French pastry have the opportunity to
indulge in soft, savory croissants
made with all natural ingredients and
baked fresh daily - until now.
Laurie Gallon, a 26-year-old chef
who specializes in gourmet Chinese
and French foods, rises at 4 a.m. She
and business partner Paula Thompson, 30, start baking croissants and
French bread so they can be delivered
to area restaurants to be served that
day. One of the two customers whom
she supplies with French baked goods
is The Parrot & The Peacock at 104 S.
Main St.
According to Gallon, owner of Laurie's Food Loft at 15 N. Michigan
Ave., Toledo, her croissants are the
best around.
"I've tried others. The mass frozen
food producers come closest to my
croissants, but theirs still aren't as
good or fresh like mine," Gallon said,
as her husband, Harry, pointed to the
layered folds of bread only found in
true French croissants.
"If you slice a croissant in half and
it looks like a loaf of bread, then it's a
bad croissant," Harry said. "But
these have many layers."

where she has also been teaching
cooking classes. In addition to these
businesses. Gallon recently started
The French Bakery. It is undergoing
construction, but for now Gallon is
r rating The French Bakery out of
Loft.

Besides croissants and French
bread. Gallon and ThomPson also
bake Genoise, or French cakes.
As for the business in general, Gallon implied it is proving successful.
"Last February, I was crying because I didn't have enough business,
and in March, I was so busy that I had
to hire somebody," Gallon said.
That somebody turned out to be
ThomPson, who is confident of her
new career change and business investment.
"I worked as an advertising copywriter for 10 years. I gave up a lot.
I'm at least taking a $25,000 paycut,
but it's very rewarding and I know it
will work out," ThomPson said.
In reference to her "hardworking"
business partner, Gallon secretly
laughed, ''She gave up a $40,000 a
year job to.. .bust her ass baking
croissants."
But according to ThomPson, she
feels the businesses will pay off because there is virtually no competition.
"There is no place around Toledo
that bakes French bread and supplies

it to restaurants. We are the only
ones," ThomPson said.
"I just spent a weekend in Ann
Arbor where I went around in bakeries to test their croissants. I didn't
find any that could compare to ours.
They didn't rise nice and tall. They
had fewer layers. We set high standards, and our French technique is
authentic," she said.
"We don't do anything that is not in
a quality French cookbook," she
added.
Their goods include the French
bread and French hamburger rolls
with which Laurie's Food Loft supplies The Parrot & The Peacock, In
addition to the croissants. The croissants are not just served plain, but as
sandwiches.
On The Parrot & The Peacock's new
menu, four different croissant sandwiches are available. They are crabmeat and cream cheese, ham and
swiss, corned beef, and cream cheese
with apples and oecans.

Gallon said in {he near future, Laurie's Food Loft plans to make chocolate filled croissants. For now, Gallon
and ThomPson are pondering over
how they will make thousands of
oven-fresh croissants to sell at the
Toledo Fest to be held Labor Day
weekend.

Laurie Gallon

sports commentary Second MAC title may prove difficult for Falcons
by Randy Davldton
sports reporter

For the first time since 1964, Bowling Green's football Falcons won the
Mid-American Conference outright
last season with a 7-2 record, 7-4
overall. The pressure is on BG again,
for MAC media representatives nave
picked the Falcons to win the conference in 1963.
But winning the 1983 title may be
asking too much of the Falcons: they
have some big shoes to fill. Those
shoes belong to offensive graduates
Chip Otten, an all-purpose Dack last
year, running back Bryant "Cowboy"
Jones, receiver Greg Taylor, tight
end John Meek, and tackle Rick
Deutsch. And there is also Shawn
Potts, who is trying out for the NFL's
Cleveland Browns.

Defensively, the Falcons will miss
Andre Young, a Cincinnati Bengal's
draft pick, Terry Gyetvai, and Jac
Tomasello.
BG will have to fill some holes in the
offensive line, because the nucleus
that led them to California Bowl II is
gone. With only three starters returning on offense, BG will look for help
from its defense: 14 defensive players
return with at least some starting
Trience.
look at the 1983 BG pre-season
depth chart lists five seniors, only two
I'uniors, and four sophomores as deensive starters. Heading the devastating defense are seniors Martin
Bayless and Lee Williams at the
safety positions, tackle Stu Tolle, nose
tackle Joe Prchlik (PERCH-lick),
and linebacker Mark Emans.
Bayless has been outstanding in his
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Garage space 6 loots for rent
U—OO-fT GARAGE

EABtV BIRD DINNERS
«-7rjm $4 95 MEXICAN FIESTA
Every Monday lAUIt. cNckan you
can eel. Deluxe prrne rt> a seafood
Duffel treaty Fri 1 Sat nejht
KAUFMAN'S
163 S Mem

HAVING A PAPER DRIVE?
NEED NEWSPAPERS
THE BG NEWS HAS FREE
NEWSPAPERS FOR
THE TAKING
106 UNIVERSITY HALL
372-2801

Reaumea prrsleesionalry written ano
typed 352 5787

LOST AND FOUND

PERSONALS

FOUND sat ol .ays attached to
yeaow shoehorn 1 0* from Joans N'
Trsnge. tn front ol smokestack CeMrri
at Jeans N' TrertQB.

DO SOMTTHIvG TO CHANGE THE
WORLD' MARCH FOR JOBS
PEACE • FREEDON WASHING
TON. DC AUG 27 BUS LEAVING
FROM BOWLING GREEN CONTRIBUTIONS TO HELP OTHERS GO
WILL BE ACCEPTEO CALL THE
WOMENS CENTER FOR MORE

DO SOMETHING TO CHANGE THE
WORLDI MARCH FOR JOBS.
PEACE 6 FREEOON WASHING
TON. DC AUG 27 BUS LEAVING
FHOM BOVVUNG GREEN CONTRIBUTIONS TO HELP OTHERS GO
WILL BE ACCEPTED CALL THE
WOMENS CENTER FOR MORE
INFO 372-2261

Professional man a wee wish to adopt
nfant girt-«l rrsactcala paid Contact
Howard V Mahler. Attorney 12161
251 6020 Clove OH

Writers wtlh desire lo Investigate a
report current events should contad Make: 372-0241
Hsidanl Consumer union.

RIDES
Need rider to Oregon Stale Unrveralty
(Corvafcs) On* way
Snare expeneee Leaving end of August, beginning of Sept Cal Ralph. 3526297 or 354-3541

Improve memory with hypnosis

352-6777

■WO 372-2261.

TRIP TO STATE FAIR
AUGUST 13
$8 00 FOR TRANSPORTATION
ANO FAB TICKET
SIGN--UP IN UAO OFFICE NOW
DEADLINE IS THURS AUG 11

WRITEHS-WKITEKS'WMTERS

Wanted Book shelves. worktsNe
/desk, kitchen table Cal 3520235

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
hi Wood County-Annual eaeme-All
berth control mat hods Pregnancy
TeaH-Cauianlaiil Aaavta. 1644640

WANTED
F. RMTE. 63-84 SCHOOL YEAR.
S12S/MO.—NO UTIL OWN BORM
ALL NEW CARPETING— DISHWASHER, ETCI KATHY 352-6901

2IOI I PIZZA
Every Sunday a Monday
4 30-8 30
MARKS PIZZA
352-3651

FREE CAMPUS FILM TONIGHT
"SOME KINO OF HERO
7PM-MAIN AUDITORIUM

The leg Bnsttaraiatg Sletera ot NW
Onto wfl be rwtrjng a volunteer onerv
tation on Wed . Aug 17 at 126 S
Church St. For more Info contact the
Big Brothera/Big Solars office at
364-2113

364-1624

mostly young and lacks starting experience. But the Falcons have something to brag about: sophomore
quarterback Brian McClure. As a
freshman last year, McClure completed 113 of 176 passes - 64 percent
completion - for 1,391 yards.
McClure has already set two BG
records. One is for most passes completed in a game, with 29 against
Miami University. The second is for
most yards passing in a game, also
versus MU, for 312 yards. To top it off,
McClure was MAC Rookie of the
Year.
Also in the BG backfield will be
senior fullback Lamont Wagner (37
rushes, 131 yards last year). Sophomore Andre Jackson (34 rushes, 162
yards) is the top tailback candidate.
The Falcon pass receiving corps is
also young, with the exception of

three seasons at BG, with a career
total of 19 interceptions, which currently ties the MAC record.
Returning at linebacker, Emans
ranked fourth in the MAC in 1982 with
144 solo tackles and 86 assists, averaging 14.1 tackles per game. Emans was
also named first team All-MAC last
year.
The Falcon defense can also rely on
seniors Tony Graham, Don Gregoire,
and Larry Stratton, who should see
action as backup starters. Juniors
Kevin Talley, at cornerback, and defensive end Steve Truchly look to
start for BG, while Shawn Simms and
Ted Shingleton hope to challenge for
these positions. Cornerback Melvin
Marshall, LB Vince Villanucci, and
defensive end Troy Dawson complete
the expected starting defensive unit.
In the offensive backfield, BG is

F. MITE. NEEDED FOR 8J-*3
HOUSE CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3
BORHS.. 1 Vi BATHS, PORCH, NEW
CARPETING 1110 t UTIL. CALL
152-4374 OR STOP BY 204 S SUMMIT.

WANTED
Need mala a female students lo HI
houaaa a ruxartrnentsAi near campua. 362-7365

Rmte. warded tor 8J-«4 school year
10 share 4 bdrm house close to
campus IIMfrno. 8 mil Oam
bdrm.-tum 352-38SS.

Roommates needed lor house on N
Enterpnso 352-1917

F rmte lor Fat. SllO/mo . 4th St
364-3597 days. 352-3614 after 4

MATURE OF GRAD F TO SHARE
QLHET FURN HOUSE. LSMTa. DEC.
OR ALL YEAR OPTION CALL PAT
364-1361 OR WORK 354-1802

M. rmte. wanted lor 63-64 school
year. New 1 bdrm apt 1 block from
campus S138/mo A eiec (gas heal
a Clove). 352-3679 or 352-3039
alter 5 prn

2 F. RMTES TO SHARE APT FOR
83-84 FREE HEAT. WATER. AIR
COND.. CABLE 354-1630.
F rrrrre needed *125/mo
smal ufl fee Own bedroom
382-7470

1 or 2 people lo etys> 1 bdrm apt m
Wlnttvop-Summit 83-84 sen yi.
Rent neoQteole 354-1793 or 3521973.

ptua

Apta. on Surianll St Prai. a senior or
prod student Cal 352-7061, Beau

HELP WANTED

Need female rmte lor S Coleoe SI
apt $145/mo UtHtles sxajded

THE BG NEWS IS HtRINO FALL
semester calculation people lor earty
morning delivery Must have car and
be dependable Cat 372-2801. ask
lor Bart) or Hop m The BG News. 106
UraVataay Hal

1216) 937-5349
Hal* rasas, needed tor 1NH4. ath
St Lilian/ apta. Call Jamie ki Cleveta»)dpta)152-7iM

senior tight end, 6-foot-4-inch, 220
eund David Miller. McClure will also
looking fur split ends Stan Hunter
and Jeff Hen-era, and flankers Greg
Meehan and Doni Jones.
Herrera and Meehan may provide
BG the needed pass-catching experience to make them a top MAC contender. Both are transfer students:
Herrera is a 6-foot-2-inch, 195 pound
junior from Mason City, Iowa, and
Meehan stands 6-foot-l-inch and 190
pounds. Meehan is a sophomore out of
Phoenix, Ariz., who caught 33 passes
for 1,000 yards plus last year at
Scottsdale Community College.
The Falcons special teams returns
junior punter Jim Phelps, who ranked
third in the MAC last season with a
41.1 yards per punt average, and
junior placekicker Gehad Youssef,

TYPESETTER WANTED
MUST IE FAMILIAR WITH HENDRIX
640 SYSTEM USED BY SCHOOL OF
JOURNALISM. EXPERIENCE
NEEDED—CALL 37247248.
STUDENT CONSUMER UNION.

FOR RENT
Across from Campus: 2 bdrm upper
duplex FREE HEAT. WATER AND
SEWER CM Newlove Management

352 5620
HOUSE FOR RENT
2 M rmtas needed
All utilities paid $150imo.
352-7185, aaa Mrs. Carty
2 bdrm Ig turn apt Single level
duplex. Quiet, dose lo campus.
352-6040 alter 5pm
THURSTON APARTMENTS
EFFICIENCIES, AIR COND. CABLE—VISION. LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
a FALL 451 THURSTON AVE
CALL 352-6435

who was 10 for 16 in field goals and 25
of 26 in PAT's last year.
But BG's schedule won't give them
any breaks during the first three
weeks of the season. The Falcons will
meet Fresno State on Sept. 10, and
Brigham Young the following weekend.
The Falcons open at home against
Miami on Sept. 24. BG hasn't beaten
MU since 1972, and MU has a 28-9-3
series record versus the Falcons.
With holes to fill on offense, plus a
tough opening round schedule, the
challenge is there for the Falcons. But
with the combination of a winning
attitude now on their side, head coach
Denny Stolz in his seventh year, a
strong defensive unit, and a great
quarterback, BG will be in the thick of
things for the MAC title contention.

Apartments tor 3 or 4 students
near campus

352-7365
2 BORM . FURN/UNFURN
We pay heat a Cable TV
PLUS
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
We pay uta a phone
Phone 352-4671 or 352-1600
Need male a female students lo I*
houses 8 apartments- Al near cam
pus 352-7365

801 Frith 2 bdrm turn War condition Dining Area newly walpepered
FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER AND
CABLE TV Washer, dryer n Ouading
CM Newlove Managernenl 352
5620
2 bdrm. apt.-furn. or urrlum 1Vt
baths New carpet a furniture Under
graduales only 733 Manvile 3643951.
1 bdrm apt.-turn or urtlum. 825
Third St Grad students or mature
undergrad Modern 364 3951

2 bdrm. apt. Furn or unlum IVs
bathe New carpet a furniture Sorry,
no undergraduate students unless
married or very mature 777 Manveto
354-3951

1 8 2 bdm turn apta lor FM Al uH
turn except alec /gas heal. Close to
campus 352-5239.

Efficiency dose lo campus ALL
UTILITIES FREE CM Newlove Manrrt 352-5620

VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
across from fsodgera. Lg 2 bdrm
apt lor FM WD accomodale 4 gala
Quiet atmosphere, nicety turntehed.
362-2868

CAMPUS MA NOR
he* 2 opemnge lor IM sch yr. Also, a
couple openings for 4-person apta
Ph 352 9302 or 352 7366. eves
Single rooms lor male a female students near campus 352-7366

Fumeshed Efficiency
complete w/cotor TV a cable
BUCKEYE BUDGET
MOTOR INN
1740 East Wooster St
Long a Short Term Leases
352 7365 or 352 1520

316 1'2S Mam Quest private apt 2
bdrm. turn CM Newlove Manage

ment 352-5620
311 1/2 S Main Ousel 2 bdrm rum
apt. Only 4 yrs. ok) CM Newlove
Management 352-5620
309 High Street Close to campus 2
bdrm furn w/M conditioning FREE
HEAT. WATER, SEWER AND CABLE
TV Washer/dryer in bueJng Cal
Newlove Management 352-5620
Tiaaer for rent 2 bdrm furn Excel
cond S190/mo. mexjd water. Prefer
atudentt (218) 247 3609 coaect
228 S Coiege 1 bdrm. turn dose
to Campus Washer/dryer on premise FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER
You pay eghts only CM Newlove
men! 352-5620
1 bdrm unlum apta QUIET buedmg
Carpeted w/air conditioning CM
Newlove rvtanarsamenl 352-5620
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Winthrop Terrace Apts.

THINK FALL

GREENBRIAR,
Inc.
offers
EFFICIENCIES

Best Place to Live off Campus

1 and 2 Bedroom

APARTMENTS

One and Two Bedroom Furn. and Unfurn.
On Site Management
3 Locations - Palmer, Summit and Napoleon Rd,

Furnished & Unfurnished

We Pay Heat, Water, Trash Pickup, and

Houses
3 & 4 Bedroom

Cable Vision
Stop Out Today - Office is
located at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Hours 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 10-3 Sat.
Evenings By Appointment

224 E. Wooster Street
352-0717
Hours:

J_

Mon. - Fri.
Saturdays

8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

towards Club H
: 210 n. main JMUrJWiUU^FYesents *
; The fabulous
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